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Courses in interpersonal tommunication and human,relations, which al-
ways have emphasized.the development of skills that facilitlte effective
communication among people, have in+ecent years begun to deal with com-

. munication in special contexts,including ihtprracial coMmunication, inter-
cultural communication, and commpniOtion'with the elderly. Another context
in4ihieh-students are interested in-developing greater understanding and
skill is that of male/female communicatiop. . In response to this demand, as
well as to social changes such 'as the feminist movement, the instability of
marriage, greater mobility, and a, breakdownof inhibitiorisAich permits a
fre disCussion of topics such.as 4ex that oftemete considered"taboo,

communication departments have begun to inclUde in their curricula
courses or units in male-female communication in. which students examine the
impact of sex roles,on communication;

lIn this paper, suggestions are offered for teaching a course on "Sex
Roles and Communication." The course (or unit) is.divided into three parts:

(1) Awareness, a unit in which students gain insight into the ,way in
which sex-role identity effects their self concepts, expectations, attitude,
and behaviors, as well as those of members of the opposite sex.

.

(2) Assessment, a unit-in:which students explore tho vehicles of sex=
role stereotSTing in our society-Isuch as language, nonverbal communication,
and the media--and evaluate how these influence our individual expectations
and behaviors.

(3) Action, a unit in which students examine the effects of sex-role
stereotyping in their own lives, note discrepancies between how things are
and how they might be, and develop plans to take action to make changes in
their own behaviors. Although the unit described in this paper focuses
specifically on making changes in behaviors that occur in relationships with
the opposite sex, this unit also may focus on developing communic tion skills
that may not have developed in either men or women because ofse -role
stereotyping--skills such as assertiveness, the expression of>edlo jipns, or
self disclosure.

Resourcps for each of these bnits', of course, can be adapted from books
and article& deal4ng with interpersonal communication or human relations in
general. In his paper, sources specifically desighed for use in teaching'
male-female ommunication have been compiled to provide suggested materials, .
class exer ises, and assignments for such a course.

S general sources that the instructor may find helpful are:
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Carney, Clarke G. and Sarah Lynne McMahon. Exploring Contemporary Male/
Female Roles: A Facilitator's Guide. La Jolla, California: Univer-
sity Associates, 1977; (Many of the exercises listed in this paper
ar taken or adapted from this book.)

. Eakins, Barbara, R. Gene Eakins, and Barbara Lieb-Brilhart. SISCOM '75:
Women's (And Menlo) ComMunication. Proceedings of the Speech Communi-
catidn AssociatioWs Summer Conference XI, Austin, Texas. Falls Church,
Virginia: Speech Communication Association, 1975. .

Friedman, Paul G. Interpersonal Communication: Innovations in Instruction.
Washington, D.C.: National Education Association, 1978.

},
Patton, Bobby R. and Bonnie Ritter Patton. Living Together . . . Female/

Male Communication. Columbus, Ohio: Charles E."Merrill, 1976.
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CLASS EXERCISES

Who Are You?
.

1. ObjectiOs: (1) To identify components of the self concept, (2) To esti-
mate the salience, stability, valtu, and utility of the components of
the self concept, (3) To understarid-Tile differences between personal,
interpersonal, and social role identities, and (4) To discover how iden-
titites are'affected by one's sex.

2. Instructional Content: Self concept consists of the physical, social,
and psychological perceptions of ourselves that we have derived from
our experiences and interactions with othePs. It consists of three
types of identities: (1) personal, self perceptions based on genetie
or inherited characteristics such as "tall," "slender," "pretty " "male,"
or "black;" (2) interpersonal, one's personality or self perce tions
that reflect the interpersonal style of communication, such-as "quiet,"
"warm," "friendly," or "hostile;" and (3) social role, self p rceptions
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that have been learned through interaction with otherS at carry

certain rights and obTigations, such.as "mother," "husband ' "homemaker,"

"student," and "police officer." tach,identity possesses four distinct'

qualities: (1) saliency, the importance tif the identity (2) stability,

the extent to wh ch a person needs confi+mation or upp rt from others .

in order to mailital a pa ticular Identity; (3) valenc 'the evaluative

ARaning that a particul identity hob:iswhether po tive or negative;

and (4) utility, the c gruence of one'S self perce ions with immediate

or long-term goals--i.e., do they support or conf t with what we wish

to accomplish in ourcareer or interpersonal lAte
,

. .4

3. Method: The students divide.into male-female pairs. The exercise begins

with one student asking his/het partner, ten tfmes in a row, "Who arq

you?" The partner responds to the question aloud and writes the response

on paper. The partners then excharte roles, and the questioner becomes p,

the respondent. Each person then divides the ten identities derived
,

from answering the question into one of the three categories--personal,

interpersonal, or cultural. He/she then rates the identities in terms

of saliency; high, medium, or low stability; positive or negative valence;

and utility of the identity for the attainment'of goals.
*

4. Questions fo4r\- Discustion:
A. Did you find that you,' identities fall generally into one category '

such as the social role-category? Do you tend to communicate with

others primarily on this level? . 1r

B. Did you note your sex in your responses? Was "woman" or "man" a part

. of ydbr self concept? -

Vi

.C. Do certain answers represent yoy as property or extension of someone

elv (mothetls-son, Phillip,!s wife, Cindy's hus and)?

D. Are the evaluations, stability, salience, and ility you assigned

to your identities related to sex-role expectations prevalent in

ou64ciety? For example, if you are aggressive as a woman, did

,you rater this trait negatively and not useful because our society .

*dictate$ that thds is nbt a feminine trait?
E. How might your self concept affect your communication? Do you tend.

to selOct messages to be sent or received that are consistmit with

your self concept? Do you select your communication style and,the

persods with whom you communicate according to your self concept?

F. Are s me of the identities regarded as more appropriate for men or

for women in our society?
G. Coul different self concepts fn males and females account for some

of t e'perceptual and communicative differences betAen them?

tily View of the World

1. Object'ves: (1) To become aware of the factors that affect perception,

(2) To become sensitized to one's own perceptual filter, and (3) To

become aware of the effects of sex-role sterePtYpi on the process of

percep ion.
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Instruotional Content: PerCeption is the mental 'Orocess by' which we si

select,,ortanize, and interpret the stimuli that impin*upon us. When
different.people look at 0 person, ob3ect, or event, they will see dif-
ferent things according to theiT physiological boundariet, physical po-
sition, pest experiences, patterning, seleptiveyercpption,,closure,
psyaological or ettitude'set, first-impressions, role relations:mods
.and motivations, and the context. -

7

Method: Arrange approximatoly thirty objects'or(a table without letting
the students see the dbjects As you do So. then have the.students gather
arbund,the table,and observe the objects for one niinute.:.They,then re-
tUrn tO their seats and write down as many oT the objects as they can
remember. Objects should include traditionally-feminine objects such
as nail polish '. bobby pins, a measui-ing cup, and equiirment.for sewind;

traditionally-masculine objects such as a screw driver arid an automobile
manual; and some sex-neutral objects.

NestionS. for Discubsion:
A. Cn,you think of some reasons why. 06 rememGered some objecfs and

. not others?
B. WaS :your percepflon affected by factors such as patterning, selec-

'five perception, or past experience?.
C. Aid familiarity with'and lifterest in the objects considered appro-

,.
priate for your sex enable you to remember them more epsily than
those associated with the opposite sex?

D. How is your perception of people, events, 4nd objects affected by
your sexualldentity?

What Are Little Oirls/Boys Made Of?

1. Objectives: (1) To become aware of male and female sex-mile stereotypes
and (2) To discover the different values placed on certain personality

-traits.
v

In7,tructional Content:, This exercise can be used to begin an explora-
tion of sex-role stereotyping, or it may follow a discussion pf sex
roles as defined by our culture.

3. Method: The group is divided in half, with women in one group and men
i.r) the other. The groups are to think of all the characteristics of the
opposite sex they can im five minutes, with a recorder mating a list of
all of the traits proposed. Each list is then read aloud, and the traits
may be listed side-Bv7side on the blackboard to facilitate comparison.

4. Questions for Discussion:
.

A. Do the traits listed follow fairly closely appropriate sex roles as
defined by our culture?

B. Are there overlaps on the lists?
Ck Which list is more.atUactive? Which list has more positive conno-

' tations?
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1.; 'D, Where are you as an individual in relation to the_list of traits?.
E

.. Would you like to display some leeits that,are not considered ap-
.., ,

propriate for your sex?
F. HoW does this sharp distinction'betWeen male andIemale character-

lstics affect our commUnkation behavior?

Trading,Places

, 1. tObjectives: (1) To become aware of ambivalent feelings about sex roles,
and (2) To bebome.aware of others' feelings about sex roles.

Instructional Content: There are disadvantages as well as Rdvantages
to any situation in life. Although many of the traits pointed to as

4 appropriate for women seem/to be negative, there are negativeiaspects
to the male'nle as well. Similarly, both sexeS are allowed to display
traits and engage. in behaviors that are considered positive.

3. Method:... Each.perspn is given five minutes to chete two SenteneeS:
"Sometimes I wish I were a man (woman) because . . ." and "I'm glad I'm
a woman (man) because . .

" The students then read their responses to
the group.

4. Questions for Discussion:
A. Are there similarities in ufiewpoint withip each sexton the same-sex

and opposite-sex roles? .

B. Are there differences in viewpoint witivin 'each sex on the same-sex
and opposite-ser rodes?

t4

C. Compare oppositte-sex perceptionslpf each other. Are there traits .

considered an advantage by one sex that are considered a disadvan-
tage by the'other?. .

.

D. How might these differehces or similarities in perception affect com-
munication betwlen the sexes? )

I
'\)

P V

What You'4ye AlAys Wanted to Know.

,

1. Objectives: (1) To identify areas of conflict and discomfort that are
rooted in sex,differences and (2) To increase understanding of members
of the opposite sex. 4.

, 2. Instructional Content: In order for communication barriers between men
and women to be ovetcome, individuals must have accurate information
about each other so that myths, generalizations, and stereotypes do not
develop or can be critically evaluated.

l''3. Method: Thegroup is divided into two voups by sex. Each group devises
a list of questions that it would like to ask membIrs of the opposite
sex. Questions should be ranked by,griority.in case there% not time
for all of the guestions to be askerand answered. When the two'groups
come together atter about ten minutes, the women's group begins by read-

_



ing a question. Any man, or several men, can respond to the question.
When ailof the men who wish to respond have done so, the process is
reversed, with the men asking a question of the-women.

4. Questions for Discussion:
A. Did you gain any new information or new perspectives,about the op-

posite sex as a result of this exercise?
B. Was any question or response upsetting to anyone?
C. Did any of the answers surprise you?
D. DO you feel closer to members of the opposite sex,now?
E. Was sei-role.stereotyping evident in any of the questions or answers?

ASSIGNMENTS

1. Write in autobiographical isketch dealinrcrith the expectatlons (from
parents, the church, schoolt the media, etc.) placed on You regarding
male-female roles. Explore your-feelings about fulfilling or not ful-

filling\these expectations.. -

2. Write a short story, play, or series of poems'expressing your feelings
about male-female con4inication or sex-r* stereotyping in general.

3. Conduct an interview witfi'a person of the opposite sex in which St..ou
attempt to .gain an understanding of what it is like to be of that sex.

. Explore, for example, the expectations placed on that person because
of his/her sex, feelings about those,expectations, how that person's
sex influences perception ,and behaviors, and how sex-role stereotyping

.affects that person's ability to relate to members of the.opposite and
same sex,.

4. Observe men and women or boys and gir0s communicating with each other
in several different situations. If Ossible', position yourself near

enough to the interactants so that you can hear their conversation and
observe theirtactions clearly, but avoid intdracting with them. Does

the sex of he particioants seem to have any effect on the interaction .

in terms of topic of conversation, nonverbal and yerbal behaviors Af the
participants, amount of disclosure, etc.? Write a paper.summarizing-

)your observations and the conclusions you have drawn as a result.

UNIT 2: ASSESSMENT

SOURCES
I

Farrell, Warren. illeAiberated. Man. New York: Bantam, 1974.

4113
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CLASS EXERCISES

Woman-7Whicb Includes Man of Course
.

1. Objectives: (1) To distover the pervasivenes of sex-role stereotyping
in our.society and (2) To begin to,isolate the sources of this stereo-
typing. ,

k \

2.,,Instructional Content: Messages about proper behavior for men.and women
come from many sources--languSge, the media, parents, and the educational
system. These messages tombine.to create strong pressure on women to
behave in one way, men tn another.

. 3. Method: Read to the students the following passage 14 Theodora Wells

. A

(reprinted in Ex lorin Contem orar Male Female Roles by Carney and
McMahon, pp. 28-29

There is much concern toddy about the future of man, which means, .

of course, both meri and women--generic Man. For a woman to take-tuftep-
tion to this use of the term "man" is often seen as defensive hair-spiit-
ting by an "emotional female.' ,s

The following experience is an in4tatkon to awareness in which you
are asked to feel into, and stay w' th , your:feelings through each agp,
letting them absorb you. If,you

1
tart intellectualizing, try to turn

it down and let your feelings 4ga 1 n surface to your awareness.
Consider reversing the generic term Man. Think of the futurcb of

Womipowhich, of course, intludes both women arid men. Feel into'that,
. .



sense its meaning to you--as a woman--as a man.
Think of it always being that way, every day of your life. Feel the

everpresence of woman and feel the nonpresence of man. Absorb what it

tells you about the importance and value of being woman--of being man.
Recall that everything you have ever read all yor life uses only

female pronouns--she, her--meaning both girls and boys, both wommand
men. Recall that most of the voices on radio and most of the faces on
TV are women's--when important events are covered--on commercials-4nd
on the late talk shows. Recall that you have no male senator represent-
ing you in Washington.

Feel into the fact that'women are the leaders, the power-centers,
the prime-movers. Mah, wOse natural role is husband and father, ful-
fills himself through nurturing children and making the home'a refuge
for woman.' This is only natural to balance the biological role of woman
who devotes her entire body to the race during pregnancy.

Then feel further into the obvious biological explanation for woman,
as the ideal--her genita) construction. By design, female genitals are
compact and internal, protected by her body. Male genitals are so ex-

A

posed that he must be protected from outside attack to assure the per-
petuation of the race. 'His vulnerability clearly requires sheltering.

Thus, by nature, males are more passive than females, and.pave a de-
sire in sexual relations to be symbolically engulfed by the protective

0
body of the woman. Males psychologically yearn for this protection, fully
realizing their masculinity at this time--feeling exposed and vulnerable
at other times. The male Is not fully adult until he has oliercome his

infantile.tendency to penis orgasm and has achieved tfie mature surrender
of the testicle orgasm. He then feels,himself'a "whole man" when en-
gulfed bY the woman.

If the male denies these feelings, he is unconsciously rejecting his
masculinity. Therapy is thus indicated to help him adjust to his own
nature. Of course, therippy is administered by a woman, whchas the edu-
cation and wisdom to facilitate opehness leading to themale's growth
and self-actualization.

To help him feel into his defensive emotionality, he-isinvited to
get in touch with the "child" in him. He remembers his sister's jeering
at his primitive genitals that "flop around foolishly." She can run,
climb and ride horseback unencumbered. Obviously, since she is free to

, move, she is encouraged to develop her body and mind in preparation for
her active responsibilities of adult womanhood. The male vulnerability
needs female protection, so he is taught the less active, caring, virtues
of homemaking.

,

Because of his clitoris-envy, he learns to strap lip his genitals, ind
}earns to feel ashaMed.and unclean because of his'nocturnal emissions.
Instead, he is encouraged to keep his body lean and dream of getting
married, waiting for the time of his ful,fillment--when "his woman" gives
him a girl-child to carry on the family name. He knows that if it is a
boy-child he has failed somehow--but they can try again. . .

In getting to your feelings pin being a woman--on being a man--stay

.
.. with the sensing you are now expbriencing. As the words begin to sur-

face, say what you feel from inside you.
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4. Questions fcfr Discussion:
A. 1.s a woman in this situation, how do you feel? .How do you feel about
.

men?
B.

-

9

As a man in this situation, how do you feel? How do you feel aboutwomen?
C. 'Would you want to try to make chAnges regaeding sex!role expecta-tions in this society? How difficult would it be to make suchchanges?, t

D. What forces in our society encourage and help to maintain stereo-typed views of men and.women?

91

Speaking a Sexist Language

1. Objectives: (1) fo become aware of'how language affects sex-linkedattitudes and (2) To explore alternatives to sexist language.

2. Lnstructional Content: Language plays a role in the shaping qf sex-role stereotypes, attitudes, and behaviors in that it makes if easierfor us to perceive in Cereain ways. Examples of the English language'sbias against women can be found in:
A. Debasing words tha ,describe women in terms other than human (suchas "kitten," "nag,' "chick")
B. Words that define wompn by their sexuality (such as a "piece" or a"lay")
C. Titles used to designate marital status 47,1f women (Miss, Mrs.) butnot men (Mr.)
D. Euphemisms--ubstitutes for words that.are associated with some-thing unpleasant or)emb'arrassing--that exist for the word "woman"("girl," "gal," "lady")
E. Words that indicate that man is the standard and that woman is dif-ferent ("man," "businessman," "chairman,""poetess," "authoress")F. Sexist language as it appears in the contexts of the wedding cere-mony, religion, the legislatures and courts, and even, in dictionaries.

3. Method: Participants are assigned to groups which are given approxi:mately fifteen minutes to list as many sex-linked words and phrases asthey can. Each group then shares its list with the other groups tofacilitate a dikussion of sex-role stereotyping 4s illustrated by thesamples. The small groups meet again to explore alternative ways ofexpressing oneself tn nonsexist ways.
b

4. Questions for Discussion:
A. How much impact does language have on our percerions of women?B. Will chafiges in language have any effect on cha ges in attitudes

and behavior?
C. Which of the alternatives to sexist language suggested would you bewilling to put into practice?



Sex Roles in the Media

1. Objectives: (1) To explore the'role of the media in perpetrating sex-
role stereotypes mit (2).To help participants become aware of sex-linked
behaviors that occur, in male-female interaction.

2. Instructional Content: Americans learn basic-lessons about social life
frodithe mass media, and the depiction of sex roles,in the mass media
tells us how men and women should behave, how woMen and men should treat
each other, how women and men should view themselves, how women and men
should sti.ucture their lives, and what girls and boys should expect/and
hope for when they 'grow up. Sex-role stereotyping is apparent in tele-
vision commercials, programming, and news reporting; in magazines; and
in newspapers. All clearly tell women to limit their lives td the home.

3. Method: The students are divided into groups of no more than -1)( members
k

each, balanced by sex. Each group is assigned fwo observers. The groups

are told to create a collage that depicts the common forms Of sex-role
stereotyping found in the popular media, using magazines that are given
to them. 4The observers are privately instructed to obserlie the follow-
ing interactional patterns in the grouf:
A. Time dominance: Which sex has the most "air time" in the group?"
B. Question asking and inswer giving: Which sex asks the questions;

which sex gives the answers?
C. Role distribution: Which sex stresses task completion? Which sex

takes responsibility for the maintenance function of supporting and
encouraging others?

D. Topical flow: Who controls the courfe 'of the conversation from one

activity to the next?
Each group)presents its coll'age to the,other groups, and similarities
and differences are discussed by the group. The observers then share
their observations of the group.

A. Questions for Discussion:
1

, A. What does the media seem to be saying about the proper behavior for
men and women?

B. Are sex-stereotyped roles consistent among the various me-dia--news-
papers, magazines, television, radio, etc.?

C. Have. you noticed any changes in recent years in the portrayal of .

men's and women's roles in the media?
D. Was your own behayior for interacting with members of the opposite

sex learned in part from the media?
E. As a result of this exercise, would you like to make certain changes

in your behavior that will help you move away from rigid sex roles?...

Body Language

1. Objectives: (1) To beciv aware of differences between men arid women

in nonverbal communication behavior and (2) To understa d how these. dif-
ferences perpetrate sex-ster'eotyped.perceptions.
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2. Instructional Content: Nonverbal communication between men and women .
in terms of space, time, demeanor, touch, gestures; posture, eye con-

, tact, and facial expression often reinforces the dominant, molt power- .

ful position of men in our society., While men's nonverbal communica-
tion tends to convey dominance,(in behaviors such as taking.up more
space, touching frequently, and assuming postures of assertion and free-
dom), those of women tend to convey submission (low&ing the eyes, yield-
ing space, acceRting unwanted touch, and constantly smiling), Many non-
verbal behaviors that seem meaninglesS and non-power-related in fact.are.
aspects of sex privilege.

ds
**

3. Method: Have students select a partner of the opposite Sex whom they
don't know very well. This is done by .having- the students move around
the room randoWy, using only nonverbal commUnication to tiike the selec-
tion. Next the women takethe men on a trust walk-7the men ate blind-,
folded, and the women lead.them through various rooms, up and down stairs,
outside, over obstacles, etc. There t to be no talking, tnd the leader #
is to make cerltain that the blindfolded person is not hurt in any way.
Then the roles are changed so that the men lead the women. Finally, the
dyads--without blindfolds--take a walk, communicating with each other
only through nonverbal sign and signals. They are to seewhat is avail-
able for communicating without words and how men and'woMen differ in their
nonverbal behaviors.

ed.

Questions for Discussion: .

A. What factors caused you to select the person you did for your partner?
f What differentiates this person fi-om the other.persons in the-groUp?
B. Think about yourself and what you were projecting during the selection

process. Was there a smile on your face? How much control did.you
have7 How relaxed were you?

C. Did the selection process remind ,you qf the high school dating situ-
ation and the risks that involved? Who took the initiative in the e

-Atl6ction process? Were you doing the selecting or were you seTected?
Hbw mutual was the wlection process?
lhink about how comfortable you felt as the leader and the person'led.
Uhat behaviors by thedother person and ofher factors may have contri-
buted t6 your degree of comfort?

E. Were there differences in the leadership and trusting behaviors of
men and women?

P. How did the nonverbal behaviors of men and women differ in the final
walk?

G. Did you feel comfortable comMunicating nonverbally tAyour partner?
H. What implications'can you see in the_differenges between the non- .

verbal communication of men and women for sex-stereotyped behaviors?

ASSIGNMENTS

1. Select a work of fiction (novel, short story, plap, film) in which there
is a relationship between.a man and a woman. Write a paper analyzing
that relationship in terms of social expectations for their behavior,

12
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'their fulfillment of sex-stereotyped roles, their' communicatpn beha-
viors, and how these bilhaviors are affected by their sex roles.

. 0

2.: Select a rildiumvfor sexrole stereotyping Isuch as television, schools,.
childreriLsAooks4,.:*omic.strip etc,) and wrtte a paper in whichfyou
le-Wore-the, messpges, that cotTie &oft this medium about appropriate 'bqr

.havibr for ,each -Se)t'. Try "to assess-the effect that these messages Kave
ori the aUdience,.'h

. 1,
. .

.
... , %

3. Conduct-a survey in Which you .compile,fhe reactions of a particular pOpu-
latiori, to terms oe phrases -hatiaavo..sexist tonntitations (for example,

,

. .

"man," "chick,". or "spinster"). Do- the people, surveyed hold certain
P .corinotations for.thete 'terms Olat conform to Sex,stereotypes? -

.

12

4. Iriterview .or arrange far a representative of the feminist movement to
Oak to thé class -abodt the feminist viewpoint On forces in society
that encoUrage sex-role stereotyping and behaviors ond what the femi-

. ie nist mbyemegit is doing .to change these. .

/

1, InVOstigate an issue that has been brought to the attention of the pub-
liclby the,feminist moyemdnt- such asNthe media's pOrtrayal.of women;
the Equal Righ4 Amendriltrif; the campaign for women to take a more actiVe
role fin religion,-sports, the military, etc.; or sex discriminatian.
Pregare a presentation for the claSs in which you discuss this isSue
and its tmplications for sep-ole stptypin j in-our scidety.

smelts , t,.

UNIT- 3: ACTION
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%
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Knapp, Mark tt Social' Intercourse: From Greetin9 to Goodbye. Boston:

Allyn and Bacon, 1979.

McBee, Mary Louise and Kathryn'A. Blake. .The'American Woman: Who Will She

Be? Beverly Hills', California; Gleh6iN-qs, 1974.

Pickens, Judy E., Patricia Walsh Rao, and Linda took 'Roberts. 9jthout Bias:

A Guidebook for Nondiscriminatory Communication,. San Francilia: Tritir-
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Smith, Dennis R. and L. KOth Williamson. Interpersonal Communication:
Roles, Rules, Strategres, and*Games. Dubuque, Iowa.: Wm. C. Brown', 1977. .

CLASS EXERCISES

The Ideal '

1. Objectives: kl) To share values and expectations about heteroSexual re-
lationships and (2) To examine personal attitudes abourrelationships
with members of the oppoSite sex,

2. Instructional Content: The awareness of sex-role stereotyping and its
influence on us should cause us to question our own.expectations about
relationships with members of the opposite sex. As a result, we may
want to make changes in patterns of behavior in opposite-sex relationships.

Method: Thd students'are told to look for characteristics that they find
appealing in a date or mate in class members of the opposite sex. Par-

ticipants move around the rOom to examine each other. After a few min-
utes of miXing, the participants are.told to choose a partner based on
attributes that they enjoy in other-sex relationships. The persons in
the dyads then take turns sharing., "If you were My ideal date/mate/be-
trothed/lover, you would ." Each person is given time to react to
the other's ideals and expectatiohs.

Questions for Discussion:
, A. What are the general expectations each s-ex hölds about a relation-

/
ship with someone of the opposite sex?

B. Have these expectations changed as a result of the aWareness that
you 'have gained thtough this class?

C. Ard there changes in your expectations and resultant behavior regard-
ing other-sex'telationships that you would like to make?

foward Androgyny

1. Objectivev: (1) Ta explore the female and male dimensions of 1one's per-
sonality and (2) To become aware that all people contain elements of
both masculinity and femihinity.

2. rnstructional Content: The concept of androgyny (from the Greek andrq:
_male, and gyném, female) refers to the blending of the behaviors and
perSonality characteristics that have traditionally been thought4bf as

%masculine and feminine. Although traditiohal conceptions of ideal
humah beings draw a'sharp dichotomy between male and female, our every-

.' day experiences show us that this dichotomy is not correct. Stereo-

typically-feminine roles such as housewife and child caretaker require '

the display, of masculine traits such as manageeia1 ability an0 initia-
tive. Stereotypically-masculine roles such as scientist or eXecutive
are performed best by individuals who display grace and sensitivity in



relating to others. Androgynous individuals hold self concepts that are
independent of stlereotypic conNpts of maleness and femaleness, and
their behavior reflects their openness to all elements of the hump
personality tegardless Of whether they 'are conventionally viewed is
same-sex or other-sex.

Method: Students are asked to complete the Bem Sex-Role Inventory, de-
vised by Sandra Lipsitz Bem. Thts inventory results in both a mascu-
linity and a femininity score for the individual.

Instructions: In this inventory, you are presented with sixty per-
sonality characteristics. Indicate on a scale from 1 to 7 how true of
you these various characteristics are. Example: ly

Mark a 1 if it is nevet or almost never true t t you are ly
Mark a 2 if it is usually not true that you are sly .

.-.Mark a 3 if it is sometimes but infrequently tr e that y ire sly
// Mark a 4 if it is.occasionally true that you are ly

Mark a if it is often true that you are sly
Mark a 6 if it is usually true that you are sly
Mark a 7 if it is always or almOst always true that you are sly

1. Self-reliant 31. Makes decisions easily
cl 2. Yielding , 32. Compassionate

1..

3. Helpful 33. Sincere
4. Defends own beliefs 34. Self-sufficient
5. Cheerful 35. Eager to soothe/hurt feeling!
6. Moody 36. Conceited _

7. Independent 37. Dominant
8. Shy 38. Soft-spoken
9. Conscientious' 39. Likable

10. Athletic 40. Masculine
11. Affectionate 41. Warm
12. Theatrical 42. Solemn
13. Assertive 43. Willing to take a stand
14. Flatterable 44. Tender
15. Happy 45. Friendly
16. Has strong personality 46. Aggressive
17. Loyal 47. Gullible ,

18. Unpredictable 48. Inefficient
19. Forceful 49. Acts as a leader
20. Feminine 50. Childlike
21. Reliable 51. Adaptable
22. Analytical 52. InUi;lidualistic
23. Sympathetic 53. Does not use harsh language
24. Jealous 54. Unsystematic

- 25. Has leadership abilities 55. Competitive
26. Sensitive to needs of others 56. Loves children
27. Ttuthful Tactft,---.57.
28. Willing to take risks 58. Ambitious
29. Understanding 59. Gentle
30. Secret4ve 60. Conventional

15
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Scoring: The adjectives in the inventory are arranged as follows;
(A) The first and every third ones thereafter is masculine, (B) The se-
cond and every third.thereafter is feminine,.and (C) The third and every 4

third thereafter is neutral. Sum the ratings you assigned to the mascu-
line and feminine adjectives. Divide each total by 20 to get your
average masculine rating and feminine rating. To give you a standard
for comparison, in 1975,"the median masculinity score was 4.89 and the
median femininity score was 4.76 for a large sample of Stanford under,
graduates. Note: ),The characteristics rated masculine and feminine
on the inventory were included because they were all rated by both males
and females as being significantly more desirable in American society
for one sex than for the other.

4. Questions for Discussion:
A. Did you find that as a male, you tend to display both masculine and

feminine characteristics? Did you find that as a female, you tend
to display both feminine and masculine characteristics?

B. Can you think of situations in which the display of masculine charac-
teristics would hinder or facilitate the Achievement of a goal? Can

you think of situations in which the diSeplay of feminine character-
istics would hinder or facilitate the achievement of a goal?

C. Are there some masculine or feminine traits that you do not now dis-
play that you would like to? Are there some mpsculine or feminine
traits that you now display that you would like to drop from your
behavioral repertoire?

Commitment to Change

1. Objective: To provide a vehicle for translating general goals into be-
havioral change in other-sex relationships.

2. Instructional Content: Although a person may desire to make changes in
behavior--in this case, in interaction with members of the opposite sex--
these changes are often difficult to implement. .Actual change occurs
more readily when a person has determinrd the forces.that he or she will
have to overcome and the precise steps that must be taken for change to
occur.

3. Method: Each student is asked to complete "An Exercise in Change Ques-
tion Sheet." After ample time has been giVen to complete the written
exercise, participants are asked to share their responses, to provide
feedback for each other, and to clarify their own,feelings about change.

Instructions: The purposesAf this activity are to help you define a
person111 change goal concerning your interaction,with members of the op-
posite sex, to identify ways of implementing it, and to identify resources
that you may use to facilitate changing. Try to answer each question as
fully as possible and keep your focus On specific liehaviors that are ob-
servable to others in planning yaw change. ,

1 6
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1. If you were to change one aspect of the way you relate to a member .

or members- of the opposite sex, what would it be? Be specific in
describing the behaviors related-to this change.

2. What would you accomplish by this change, i.e., if you were,to be-
have differently, what would your behavior do for you?"

3. What are the forcps .4n yourself, your relationshjpis)--values, fears,
expectations, or Your environment that may potentially hinder you
in making the change?
A. Hindering forces in yourself:
B. How do you intend to work with or around them?
C. Hindering forces in your relationship(s):
D. How do you intend to work with or 'around them.?
E. Hindering forces in your environment:
F. How do you intend to work with or around them?

4. What are the forces in yourself, your'relationship(s), or your en-
vironment that may potentially facilitate making the change?
A. Facilitating force4s in yourself:
B. How will you utilize them?
C. Facilitating forces in your relationship(s):
D. How will you utilize them?
E. Facilitating forces in your environment:,
F. How will you utilize them?

5. How will you communicate your desire to change to. others?

6. How much responsibility will you take for creafing the change? How
-much responsibility will you share?

7. How strongly committed are you to making this change?

Using the information from guestiofts above, describe the behavioral
steps you will have to go through to make this change.
A.

B.

C.

D.

E.

9. How will you know,when you have changed?

10. Who outside of the situation or relationship you'are trying to change
would you like to assist you in working through the change process?
In what ways do you feel this person would be effective in helping
you?

11. When in the future would you like to review your progress in makihg
* your change?


